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Lightwing means high light performance in a
straightforward, poetic graphic form. A floor lamp
inspired by a desire to satisfy the light
requirements of the whole day, controlling both
function and light experience at will. Its name
reflects its fundamental characteristic: an
aluminium adjustable reflector, a 'wing', a
geometric shape as light as a petal which,
together with a strongly architectural design,
gives the lamp a timeless feel. Lightwing has a
slender, streamlined stem that supports a light
source housing a LED board especially designed

to meet Lightwing’s light performance objectives.
A spherical supermagnet supports an
asymmetrical screen with a soft outline that can
be adjusted to direct light in a great many
directions with a simple hand movement. The
flexibility of the reflector transforms Lightwing's
appearance, making it different at different times
of day in a continuous interplay of light and
shade, grace and solidity. Light intensity can be
adjusted according to taste with a pedal dimmer.
Lightwing can satisfy any lighting requirements:
as an ambient lamp with an intense beam of light

or as a reading lamp with an intimate, suffused
effect. Lightwing comes in two colour variants,
shiny black or white. Essential but sophisticated
elegance, ideal for a range of spaces and uses.



Lightwing, floor
technical info

Description
Floor lamp with indirect and adjustable
reflected light. The rod is made of extruded
aluminium; the square base in zinc alloy
houses the transformer and a laser-cut
metal ballast. Both are epoxy powder coated.
The light body in pressed aluminium acts as
a heat dissipator for the LED board thanks to
its inner mesh-like shape. A satin finish
PMMA screen protects the LED board. The
mobile screen is made of a thin laser-cut
aluminium sheet, painted in matt white on
the inside and in glossy black or white on
the outside. It is easily adjustable thanks to
a spherical ‘super magnet’ made of ‘rare
earth’ housed in iron and thermoplastic
material. Its transparent cable is fitted with a
LED specific dimmer which can be used
both to adjust the level of light intensity
gradually or as an ON/OFF switch. The lamp
can be controlled from a wall outlet.

Materials varnished aluminum and zinc alloy

Colors black, white

Brightness light
direct up light

Lightwing Weight
net kg: 8,50
gross kg: 14,10

Packaging
vol. m3: 0,218
n. boxes: 2

Bulbs
LED included 34W 3000°K 3157 lm CRI > 90
92,9 lm/W

with dimmer included

Cable length

Certifications

Energy Class

Adjustable lampshade

Model

2D/3D drawings
photometric info
assembly instructions

download area

 

http://qr.foscarini.com/P83321EN
http://qr.foscarini.com/P83322EN
http://qr.foscarini.com/P83323EN
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Jean Marie Massaud

Graduated ENSCI in 1990, Jean-Marie Massaud has
run a quest for synthesis, reduction and lightness
since his first intuitions. He has been working in
all design fields, from furniture to industrial
product and equipment. In 2000 he founds Studio
Massaud and expands its expertise in architecture
and brand development.

Watch the video Lightwing

Go to concept site for Lightwing
www.foscarini.com/lightwing
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